Objectives: to estimate the incidence of dry eye, to identify risk factors and to establish a risk prediction model for its development in adult patients admitted to the intensive care unit of a public hospital. Method: concurrent cohort, conducted between March and June, 2014, with 230 patients admitted to an intensive care unit. Data were analyzed by bivariate descriptive statistics, with multivariate survival analysis and Cox regression. Results: 53% out of 230 patients have developed dry eye, with onset mean time of 3.5 days. Independent variables that significantly and concurrently impacted the time for dry eye to occur were: O2 in room air, blinking more than five times per minute (lower risk factors) and presence of vascular disease (higher risk factor).
Introduction
Patients in very critical conditions are normally admitted to Intensive Care Units (ICUs). Most of the time these patients are sedated, in a coma, with Mechanical Ventilation (MV), taking several medications and with compromised ocular protection mechanisms (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) .
In ICUs, so far, little importance has been attributed to the care of damage or injury related to the visual perception of critical patients, occurring for several causes, since its approach requires knowledge and participation of a multidisciplinary team, and care for reducing ocular problems (4, (8) (9) . In addition, ICUs favor assistance to systems considered vital (cardiovascular, respiratory and neurological).
The dysfunction of the tear film, known as dry eye, is a multifactorial alteration of tears and the ocular surface that results in symptoms of discomfort, visual disturbances and instability of the tear film, with potential damage to the ocular surface. The problem is followed by an increase in the osmolarity of the tear film, and ocular surface inflammation (10) .
The nursing diagnosis of risk of dry eye is defined
as "risk of ocular discomfort and damage to the cornea and conjunctiva due to the reduced amount or quality of tears to moisten the eye". The risk factors for the problem in patients admitted to ICUs involve sedation, environmental factors (air conditioning and low humidity) related to the treatment (side effects of pharmaceutical agents such as diuretics, analgesics, sedatives and neuromuscular blocking agents), mechanical ventilation therapy, neurological lesions with sensory or motor loss, and damage to the ocular surface (9) . The preventive approach to ocular care is of utmost importance for patients admitted to ICUs. The absence of specific care for prevention of dry eye can negatively impact the lives of patients, both during hospitalization and after discharge from the ICU, for generating discomfort and ocular damage that may limit daily activities and compromise the quality of life.
Only a few studies support dry eye in patients admitted to ICUs. We were able to find one study (4) related to the problem in critical patients, however, it was about dry eye prevention, lacking the identification of incidence and risk factors of the problem.
This research is justified by the need for knowledge about the dry eye problem, determination of its incidence and risk factors in critical patients, and thus implements practices based on scientific evidence, for prevention and treatment of this involvement identified in patients admitted to ICUs. It should be noted that no studies that specifically cover the problem were identified, although NANDA I (9) has approved the Nursing Diagnosis of risk of dry eye in the 2012-2014 edition.
This study aims to estimate the incidence of dry eye, to identify risk factors and to establish a risk prediction model for its development in adult patients admitted to the intensive care unit of a public hospital.
Methods
This is a concurrent cohort study, conducted in an ICU for adult patients of a public teaching hospital in Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais. Currently, in this hospital, 30 intensive care beds intended for adults are available to the community.
Sample size calculation was carried out using the infinite population formula, by conservative criterion, since the studied population was unknown. In the estimation of the sample we considered the infinite population, confidence degree of 95%, margin of error of 6.5%, and proportion of interest of 55.1% in the incidence of lesions in the punctate cornea (8) , resulting in a minimum sample calculation of 225 patients. .
The dependent variable was the time for the occurrence of dry eye in patients admitted to adults ICU.
The independent variables, selected in literature In the analysis, we used simple frequencies, measures of central tendency (mean and median), and measures of variability (standard deviation). The incidence (global incidence and incidence rate) of dry eye and risk factors were determined. 
Results
Among the 230 patients, 122 presented dry eye.
The global incidence of dry eye was, therefore, of 53%
in the period of the study. Among the studied patients, we observed that dry eye occurred only from the second day, considering that between the third and the fourth days of hospitalization 50% of patients presented an outcome, according to the estimated model. The mean time determined for the occurrence of dry eye appearance was 3.5 days.
The risk of failure, determined to the development of dry eye, was of 0.1 time until the second day, achieving 0.5 times on the third day, 1.1 time on the fourth day, and 2.6 times in the sixth day of hospitalization.
In Table 2 we observed that the values of the Pearson correlation coefficient (p) are all close to zero.
In addition, we also observed that both the global test and the tests for each variable do not show evidence for rejecting the null hypothesis of proportional risks.
Discussion
In previous studies (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) , conducted with patients in outpatient units, dry eye prevalence ranged from 10.8%
to 57.1%. However, these studies were conducted with a profile of patients different from the one of the patients who participated in this study. The only study (4) on dry eye in critical patients found in the literature is a randomized clinical trial, comparing interventions for the prevention of the problem. We highlight that such study was conducted with a small sample (18 patients), and in a reality different from Brazil's.
As the reduction in the amount or the quality of tears can be the beginning of major alterations in the ocular surface, the prevention of dry eye becomes essential for critically ill patients. This problem can be identified and prevented by the nurses, who have nursing interventions to assist in the reduction of ocular complications.
Studies (16) (17) suggest that alterations in the ocular surface are highly prevalent, especially in the early days of hospitalization. It is estimated that the mean for the development of corneal injury is between 24 hours and 8.9 days (1, (6) (7) (8) 18) . In the study (4) that specifically addressed We also highlight that, in this study, lagophthalmos (eyeball exposure) was identified as the main risk factor for changes in the ocular surface. The datum is corroborated by other studies (17, (21) (22) , in which the patients had lagophthalmos frequency ranging from 31% to 54%. The fact is also pointed out by a study (23) in which this risk factor showed statistical significance (p=0.001), corroborating the results of this research.
Although the study (4) did not find statistically significant results which specifically addressed the dry eye, the authors emphasize that lagophthalmos is one of the most important predictive factors for the occurrence of dry eye in critical patients.
Sedative drugs and mechanical ventilation were also identified as important risk factors for dry eye, and showed statistical significance (p=0.001). These data are confirmed by other studies (19, (22) (23) . Both risk factors are important for the problem, despite the results of the study (4) , conducted specifically on dry eye, showing no statistical significance.
Three covariates showed statistical significance (p<0.05) for the time until the occurrence of dry eye.
Thus, patients who blinked their eyes more than five times per minute (HR=0.25), and in room air (HR=0.34), presented lower risk of dry eye. We can infer that the patients of the group with lower risk had a clinical profile less severe than patients that presented outcome.
Patients hospitalized with diagnosis of vascular disease (HR=1.56) showed higher risk of dry eye, which may be explained by the fact that these patients are usually sedated, in a coma, breathing with the aid of mechanical ventilation, using various medicines and with compromised ocular protection mechanisms.
Thus, in a way, these patients were exposed to various factors associated with ocular surface changes, and the emergence of dry eye.
Regarding the function of failure, we found close temporal relation between dry eye and hospitalization in the ICU, i.e. the longer the hospitalization time, the greater the risk of developing outcome in critically ill patients.
The risk factors identified in the study are related to the medical condition and treatment of the patients. 
Conclusion
From the results, we can verify that dry eye in patients admitted to adults ICUs is a common finding, exposed to a set of internal and external risk factors that can collaborate for the emergence of the problem.
After bivariate analysis and multivariate analysis adjustment step, among the demographic and clinical factors identified, those that remained as better predictors for the phenomenon studied were: O 2 in room air, blinking more than five times per minute and presence of vascular disease.
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The early recognition of risk factors for dry eye and, consequently, the adoption of preventive measures will certainly reduce the probability of ocular surface changes in critically ill patients.
It is recommended that the investigation of the risk factors described in NANDA I and which could not be validated according to the profile of the sample studied, such as: lifestyle, history of allergies, contact lenses, environmental factors and place where the patient lives.
In addition, we need studies that allow establishing what is the best nursing care for the prevention of the problem, particularly regarding critically ill patients.
We believe that this study may contribute to reflect on the relevance of the dry eye problem in critical and non-critical patients, in addition to a greater awareness and appreciation of the importance of eye care in patients admitted to adults ICUs, being a fundamental aspect for higher quality nursing care.
